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small $169 million budget of the first flick, they've surprised the entire world by hiking up their plans. After the director revealed the film would take four years to make, the saga has grown to be a long shot of $300 million epic. Film Buff Report has some early numbers from the movie's
producers: while Joe Cameron still feels $200 million is an achievable number, since much of the movie's budget is covered by four different companies, the rest of the film is likely to cost more. So, if the film hits the elusive $300 million mark, this number is likely to surpass the record-holding
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest's total of $258 million. For now, Avatar's estimated cost is $300 million, and Cameron still hasn't started production. The director claims he can't start filming until most of the pieces of the ecosystem for the film are in place -- the virtual world, the
script, etc. The filmmaker says the film could get $1.3 billion in sales once it comes out, but this number isn't final yet. As of right now, most the people involved with the film -- including Al Gore and James Cameron's wife, maya -- don't think the movie will hit the milestone, and Cameron has yet to
shoot a single scene for the flick. In fact, he claims he's known that he wanted to make Avatar for years, and only recently took the steps to see the film through. But even though Joe Cameron has spent years dreaming up his vision for the movie, he doesn't think he's any closer to finding a way to
make the movie than he was when he first decided to try and recreate the world of Pandora on the big screen. Cameron was able to convince 100,000 employees of two studios to give him their time to make the 79a2804d6b
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